
We continuously innovate and optimize our bikes, so 
that your bike is equipped with the best materials, 
latest technology and optimum comfort. The Cortes 
is a light cycling tricycle and service friendly. 
The Cortes comes standard with a powerful 
mid-motor and anti-puncture tires. Using the 
hydraulic disc brakes, little power is required to 
brake. The very low step in makes it easy to get on 
and off.

The Cortes tricycle is also equipped with individually 
adjustable suspension for optimal riding comfort and 
even better handling.

Optimal seating and riding comfort due to several 
ergonomic seat systems and adjustable suspension.

Standard equipped with Shimano STEPS or Bafang 
mid-motor that ensures an efficient natural drive.

Large range (up to 75 km).

A larger front wheel that ensures comfortable and 
stable handling.

10-year warranty on the frame and the front.
After registration at www.hukabikes.com/warranty.
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The comfortable seat tricycle with powerful mid-motor
Are you looking for a bike that gives you stability and a safe feeling that also features modern design? All this 
comes together in the Cortes. In collaboration with renowned seat specialists, several seats have been developed 
that ensures optimum riding comfort. Thanks to these seating systems and the adjustable shock absorder (with 
which you adjusted the suspension) you put less strain on your joints. The very low step in height ensures you to 
get on and off very easy. Beside that, you need very little power to brake. The smooth riding tricycle can also be 
adjusted to your wishes and circumstances.  It is a three-wheel bike which you can be proud to ride around on!

THE TRICYCLE OF TODAY

Tricyle Cortes

TAKE A 
FREE 

TESTRIDE!

DOWNLOAD 
THE HUKA APP
to view the Cortes 

virtually in real size 
in your room!



Electrical support
The tricycle is standard equipped with electrical support 
(Shimano STEPS or Bafang mid motor), 
a parking brake, front hand brake, hydraulic disc brakes 
at the rear, a low entry level and a safety lock 
(AXA solid).

Make your Cortes personal 
Do you have specific needs  for optimal cycling? We can 
make personal adjustments to your bike. Your special 
need is a challenge for us! 

The Cortes is additionally expandable with various 
accessories and options. Would you like a swivel driver 
seat, balance pedals or a stick holder? 
Differtent options are possible. No problem! 

Check out the options on our website or contact 
your supplier.

Colors
The Cortes tricycle comes standard in the following 
colours:
• Matte black (RAL9005)
• Bright metallic blue (RAL5025)
• Ruby red with a fine texture (RAL3003)

Want to make your Cortes even more personal?  
That is possible! We can make the Cortes in any 
desired RAL colour for you.

The 10 most important specifications 

About Huka
Developed in Oldenzaal, we have 
been producing bikes that make a 
difference in the world of riders for 
almost 50 years. Your mobility, 
independence and freedom are our 
passion. With a committed team, 
we provide a wide collection of 
innovative bicycles with Dutch 
design. You want to learn more 
about the Cortes and our 
assortment? Give us a call or visit 
our website! 
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Technical specifications Cortes

Material frame & coating steel, epoxy coated

Electric support Bafang mid-motor 80 Nm

Tyre size front in inch (ETRTO) 24 x 2,15 (55-507)

Tyre size rear in inch (ETRTO) 20 x 1,75 (55-406)

Inner leg length in mm

Step up height in mm

Seat hight to the ground in mm

Maximum load in kg

Length x width in mm

600-980 

360

600-670  

150

2065 x 785

Optional Shimano Steps mid-motor 65 Nm


